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for Higher Education

Preparing Students for Today’s Job Market
O’Reilly for Higher Education connects researchers, students and faculty to essential business and 
technology resources in a modern digital learning ecosystem. More than 46,000 ebooks, 30,000 
hours of video, learning paths, case studies and expert playlists enhance the experience, making 
O’Reilly a must-have resource for libraries striving to prepare today’s learners for the future.

O’Reilly supports multiple learning styles and users at all levels with rich and varied formats, 
responsive design and an intuitive, dynamic user experience via a modern and responsive 
interface that works on any screen size. Today’s on-the-go learners can access information  
on the mobile app anywhere, anytime online or offline.

For more than 40 years, O’Reilly has inspired students and faculty to build skills, find answers  
and change the world. O’Reilly has been named the “go-to database” for Technology  
by Library Journal.

45K+ Titles & 30K+ 
Hours of Video

Multiple learning formats 
including interactive tutorials, 
learning paths, playlists, books, 
videos and more.

200+ of the World’s 
Best Pulishers

Built for Tomorrow’s Leaders

Four Decades 
of Educating Tech 

Professionals

Trusted, Curated, Diverse Content With Unlimited User Access
O’Reilly knows that learning is personal, not one-size-fits-all. So the O’Reilly platform includes a 
variety of resources in a variety formats at beginner, intermediate, and expert levels. And because 
businesses run on technology, students need both business acumen and mastery of key  
technologies to stand apart from their competitors as they enter the workforce.

Any number of students and faculty can use the platform at the same time, all the time, with pricing based on FTE.

Premium Business & Technology Content O’Reilly: A World Class Leader

2.5M+ People use 
O’Reilly 
every day

Featuring  
Renowned 
Authors!
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Premium business and technology content

O’Reilly for Higher Education connects researchers, students, and faculty  
to essential business and technology resources in a modern digital  
learning ecosystem. More than 46,000 books, over 30,000 hours of video,  
and resources such as case studies, and expert playlists make O’Reilly  
a must-have resource for libraries striving to prepare today’s learners  
for the future. 

O’Reilly supports users at all levels with multiple learning styles through rich and varied formats, responsive design,  
and an intuitive user experience that works on any screen size. Today’s on-the-go learners can access information on the  
mobile app anywhere, anytime online or offline. 

For more than 40 years, O’Reilly has inspired students and faculty to build skills, find answers, and change the world.  
It’s part of why the O’Reilly platform has been named the “go-to database” for technology by Library Journal.

Unlimited access to trusted, curated, and diverse content
O’Reilly knows that learning is personal, not one-size-fits-all. So the O’Reilly platform includes a range of resources in  
a variety of formats at beginner, intermediate, and expert levels. Plus, students develop business acumen and master  
key technologies to stand apart from their competitors as they enter the workforce.
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Topic highlights

Used by companies 
around the globe

O’Reilly: A world-class leader

This is just a partial list of the many topics O’Reilly covers, supporting students  
and other community members looking for workforce development resources. 

Business
■  Ecommerce
■  Economics
■  Finance & accounting 
■  The gig economy 
■  Human resources 
■  Marketing 
■  Operations 
■  Product management 
■  Productivity tools 
■  Project management 
■  Sales 
■  Strategy

Career development
■

  Personal development 
■ Professional communication 
■ Tests & education

Data
■  Data engineering 
■ Data science
■  Machine learning  

& artificial intelligence

Security
■  Application security 
■  Digital forensics
■  Frameworks & standards 
■  Governance 
■  Malware 
■  Network security 
■  Penetration testing & ethical 
hacking 
■  Security certifications 
■  Security engineering 
■   Security operations

Software development
■

  Coding practices 
■ Computer science 
■ Game development 
■  Programming languages including 

.NET, C, C++, Go, Java, Perl, Python, 
and more

Mobile development,  
web development & more

2.5 million 
members,  
who leverage  
O’Reilly to learn 
what’s next

Over four  
decades  
of experience  

educating tech  
professionals

Technology’s 
most renowned  
authors  
and  
experts 

Any number of students and faculty can use O’Reilly at the same time, 24-7, with pricing based on FTE.
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looking for workforce development resources.
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Software Development
• Coding Practices
• Computer Science
• Game Development
• Programming Languages such as .NET, C, 

C++, Go, Java, Perl, Python, and more

Mobile Development, Web Development,  
and More!

Contact Us for More Information or for a Free Trial
The best way to understand how O’ Reilly for Higher Education can 
help students and faculty is to dive in and start exploring by asking 
your ProQuest representative for a free trial or contacting us at 
sales@proquest.com.
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Contact us for more information 
or for a free trial

The best way to understand how  
O’Reilly for Higher Education can help 
students and faculty is to dive in and  
start exploring it. Ask your ProQuest  
representative for a free trial by  
contacting us at sales@proquest.com.

http://sales@proquest.com

